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Abstract— With the increasing commercial interest in
supporting voice and multimedia services over the IP
network there is a need for bandwidth guaranteed services.
For example, guaranteeing the peak demand of VoIP
traffic entails high costs in terms of bandwidth reservation
requirements. To effectively make use of the reserved peak
bandwidth, it is imperative that this bandwidth is shared
with best effort data traffic during non peak periods. In
this paper, we formulate this bandwidth sharing network
design problem. Our goal is to minimize the total cost
of bandwidth reservation while satisfying (1) the peak
demand for real time traffic, and (2) the average demand
of both real time and best effort data traffic. We show that,
the problem is polynomially solvable if we do not restrict
the number of paths used. It is strongly NP-hard if we use
only one path between any pair of nodes. We present a
simple 2-approximation algorithm and through simulation
studies show that this algorithm can be further improved
using a local search heuristic. Our simulation results also
show that sharing significantly reduces the total bandwidth
reservation costs and our local search heuristic can find a
solution which is very close to or equal to the optimal in
most cases.

Keyword —Mathematical programming, optimization,
Graph theory, Combinatorics

I. INTRODUCTION

To provide QoS assurance for real time multimedia
traffic, Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) label
switched paths (LSPs) with QoS (Quality of Service)
constraints are set up between pairs of network end-
points. The most commonly used QoS constraints are
in the form of average or peak bandwidth guarantees
per LSP [6], [17]. Research on QoS-assured design has
focused on two areas: (1) the protocol aspects[6] and
(2) on algorithms that minimize bandwidth reservation
given traffic demands between any pair of end points [7],
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[1]. However, these algorithms only consider aggregate
traffic demands and do not distinguish among the differ-
ent classes of traffic that may be specified in the traffic
demand matrix.

Recently there is an increased commercial interest
to support voice and other multimedia services on IP
networks. Companies like Vonage and 8 � 8 are already
setting up Voice Over IP (VoIP) networks over the public
Internet. Major network service providers such as Veri-
zon [13] have also deployed voice and other multimedia
applications over their networks. The support for these
varied types of network services will require different
levels of QoS guarantees for the different application
traffic types. For example, voice traffic has real time
requirements and therefore it is important that voice
bandwidth reservations in the network satisfies the peak
demand. Meanwhile, support for regular data traffic may
only need to meet the average traffic demand. Identify-
ing optimal bandwidth reservation needs for supporting
different traffic types is important for both application
customers as well as network service providers. From
a customer’s perspective, it is necessary to minimize
the bandwidth reservation cost while for a network
service provider it is important to optimize the network
utilization.

Studies in [16], [23] have shown that, it is possible to
police peak rate, while trying to enforce the mean rate is
difficult. As a result, charging based on peak rate is used
in practice. For example, it is pointed out in [9] that,
many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) use percentile-
based charging. In this model, an ISP records the traffic
volume a user generates during every � time interval (e.g.���
	 min). At the end of a complete charging period,
the ISP uses the ���� -percentile traffic volumes among all
the � time intervals for charging (e.g. ������	 ). However,
the peak period traffic can be very small due to the
bursty nature of network traffic. Furthermore, the average
bandwidth requirement may be very small compared
to the peak rate. Thus using the peak rate charging
model, the cost incurred can be much higher than what
is really needed if the traffic is constant bit rate instead.
Therefore, the bandwidth reservation both in terms of the
cost of reservation as well as network utilization must be
made such that the unused bandwidth during non peak
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periods can be utilized by best effort data traffic. Hence
to provide satisfactory service to both voice and data
traffic, and to minimize bandwidth reservation (or cost),
we want the total bandwidth reservation to satisfy the
peak demand of real time applications such as voice and
the average demand for voice and data.

In this work we assume that network routers imple-
ment QoS mechanisms such as those proposed in the
DiffServ model [3]. We remark that VoIP equipments
such as Juniper’s VoIP products [11] has the DiffServ
capability. This capability is deemed essential to provide
carrier grade VoIP services and their VoIP platforms
have been deployed in many networks [12]. The QoS
mechanisms in DiffServ can be used to allocate the
required bandwidth for different traffic classes. It also
dynamically reduces the bandwidth allocation to best
effort traffic in order to satisfy the demand of real time
(Expedited Forwarding Class) traffic. Note that, best
effort data traffic is elastic in nature since TCP will adjust
the sending rate to the available network bandwidth. In
this paper we refer to the peak demand specification of
real time traffic as the type 1 demand and the average
demand of real time and best effort traffic as the type 2
demand.

The bandwidth sharing problem described above is
relevant to both network service providers as well as for
application service providers. However, for the purpose
of this paper we take the perspective of a network service
provider such as Verizon. Service providers would like
to design a network that can support the emerging
multimedia services over their IP infrastructure. We
assume that the cost of building such a network is equal
to the total cost of bandwidth reservations. We must
now solve the abstract problem of minimal-cost network
design jointly for both real time and best effort traffic. A
feasible solution to this problem is one that can satisfy
the demands of both type 1 and type 2 traffic.

The traffic demand in a provider network can be
either expressed as two matrices or two vectors. The
two traffic matrices specify the amount of type 1 and
type 2 demands among any given pair of edge nodes.
The two vectors specify the amount of incoming and
outgoing traffic of type 1 and type 2 at each of the edge
nodes respectively. In this paper we primarily consider
the point-to-point traffic reservation model. The path
between any two edge routers of the network can be a
single path or multiple paths. We refer to the former case
as the unsplittable version; and the latter as the splittable
version of the bandwidth sharing problem. If routing
from all other end points to any given end point forms a
tree, we refer this specific unsplittable flow version as the
confluent flow version [4], [1]. Confluent flow simplifies
MPLS routing for a VPN-based network design since

the paths to a single destination form a tree. We consider
both the capacitated and the uncapacitated version of the
confluent flow problem.

Our key contributions are as follows:� To the best of our knowledge this work presents
the first formulation and study of the problem of
bandwidth sharing network design. Given the bursty
nature of network traffic, the peak rate charging
model and the elastic nature of best effort data
traffic, bandwidth sharing between real time traffic
and best effort data traffic is appealing to both
customers (e.g. ASPs such as VoIP companies) and
service providers for its cost effectiveness.� We show that, the problem can be solved optimally
if we do not restrict the number of paths used.� We show that, the problem is strongly NP-hard
in the confluent flow version. We give a simple
approximation algorithm which costs at most two
times the minimal cost. We further propose a local
minimum heuristic to improve on this simple algo-
rithm. If the network is directed, we show that, there
does not exist any polynomial algorithm that in the
worst case achieves a cost less than ����� times the
optimal.� We evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithms
to reduce the total bandwidth reservation through
extensive simulation studies. Our results show sub-
stantial cost reduction when compared with the
simple bandwidth reservation algorithms. We also
evaluate the impact of the number of demands and
the connectivity of the network on the performance
of our algorithms.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II pro-
vides the motivation and the problem formulation. This
is followed by Section III on splittable and confluent
bandwidth reservation studies. In Section IV we present
the local minimum heuristic that improves on the simple
algorithm. Section V describes the extension of our work
for general cost functions and for sharing among multiple
demands. Simulation results and a discussion on the
heuristic is provided in Section VI and VII respectively.
Related work is provided in Section VIII. We conclude
our paper with a discussion on future work in Section IX.

II. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We illustrate the benefit of bandwidth sharing using
the example in Figure 1. Real time traffic demand is
represented by [peak rate, average rate] and best effort
traffic demand is represented only by average rate. Node� has a peak demand of real time traffic of 10 units
of bandwidth, average demand for real time traffic of
6 units of bandwidth; this is represented as [10,6] in
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(b) Optimal Bandwidth Sharing Case:

total bandwidth reserved 46 units

Fig. 1. Benefit of Bandwidth Sharing

Figure 1. Node � also has an average demand of 10
for best effort data traffic; this is represented as 10 in
Figure 1. Node � has a peak demand for real time traffic
of 10 units and average demand of real time traffic of 4
units; this is represented as [10,4] in Figure 1. If there
is no sharing as illustrated in Figure 1-a, link � �������
must reserve 20 units of bandwidth to satisfy both peak
demand of real time traffic and average demand of data
traffic; link � � ����� must reserve 10 units of bandwidth
to satisfy peak demand of real time traffic; link �"! �����
must reserve 30 units of bandwidth to satisfy both peak
demand of real time traffic and average demand of best
effort traffic from node � and � . If we allow sharing,
the situation is much different as illustrated in Figure 1-
b. All we need is to reserve bandwidth such that, the
reservation satisfies both peak demand of real time, and
average demand of real time and best effort data. It is
not necessary to reserve the sum of the peak demand
for real time and the average demand of best effort data
traffic. Thus, link � ������� needs to reserve only 16 units
of bandwidth; link � � ���#� needs to reserve a bandwidth
of 10 units; and link �"! ���#� needs to reserve only 20
units of bandwidth. Note that, the naive solution which
is to take the sum of the reservation required for traffic
on incoming links is not optimal. If this naive solution
is used, link �"! ����� will need to reserve 26 units of
bandwidth.

We stress that the average demand assumed in this
paper are not the average over long time periods. The
average is on small time intervals such as �$�%	�&('*) .
Best-effort traffic has lower priority and will not be
transmitted if the real-time traffic queue is not empty.
Best-effort traffic is statistically multiplexed onto the

residual bandwidth of real-time traffic.
We formalize the above problem as a variant of the

minimum cost network design problem.
Definition 1: Let +,�*- �/.0� be a network of ) nodes

and & links. For each link 1 of the network, we are
given a per-unit cost, 2��"1 � . This is the cost of reserving
a unit of bandwidth on link 1 . Also we are given
a set of 3 demands. Each demand corresponds to a
source-destination request and is defined by a source!54 and a destination �64 . For each demand ' , we are
given bandwidth requests for two types of traffic, i.e,7 4 8:9 for type 1 and

7 4 8 ; for type 2 traffic. Our goal is
to reserve enough bandwidth such that we can satisfy
the requirements for each traffic class. The minimum
bandwidth sharing network design problem (Min-BSND)
is to find the minimum cost subset of edges that can
satisfy both classes of traffic demands.

In the following section we consider several variants
of the Min-BSND problem. In the splittable Min-BSND
problem, we want to find a set of paths for each demand.
In the unsplittable Min-BSND problem, we need to
assign one path to each demand. In the confluent Min-
BSND problem, we need to find a flow such that for all
the flows with the same destination traversing a given
node, that given node has one outgoing edge for these
flows. In other words, for each destination we want
to find a tree to send the flow on that tree. All these
variants can be implemented in a network with MPLS
capabilities. Note that the confluent flow case has the
minimal overhead in terms of setting up LSPs.

III. SPLITTABLE AND CONFLUENT BANDWIDTH

RESERVATION

In this section, we study the minimum cost band-
width sharing network design problem for splittable and
confluent cases. First, we observe that if there exists
only one class of demand, then in the splittable and the
confluent variant of the problem, the shortest path tree
is an optimum solution and can be found in polynomial
time. The following example shows that with two classes
of requests, the optimum solution is not necessarily a tree
(and thus not necessarily a shortest path tree).

Example 1: As illustrated in Figure 2, graph + is
an undirected graph with 6 vertices <=�>9 �@?@?@?A� ��B5C and
edge set <D� ��; � �E9 � , � ��F � �D9 � , � ��G � ��; � , � ��H � ��F � , � ��H � ��G � ,� ��B � ��H � C . The demand pairs on vertices �>9 to ��B are�JI � I � , �6K � I � , �JI � K � , �6K � I � , �JI � K � , �6K � K � that they all
want to send the demands to vertex K (i.e., the root).
The first demand in the demand pair is the demand of
type-1 traffic and the second is the demand of type-2
traffic. Recall that we define the peak rate of real-time
traffic as type-1 traffic, and the sum of the average rate of
both real-time and best-effort traffic as type-2 traffic. The
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Fig. 2. Optimal solution is not necessarily a tree

per-unit cost of capacity on each link is 1. The optimum
network design is to buy 2 units of capacity on edge� � ; � � 9 � , 1 unit on edge � � G � � ; � , 1 unit on edge � � H � � G � ,
2 units on edge � ��F � �E9 � , 1 unit on edge � ��H � ��F � , and
finally 1 unit on edge � ��B � ��H � . In this case, nodes 2, 3
and 4 send their flows directly to K (via their shortest
path). Node 6 sends the flow via node 5 and then node
3 to 1. Finally node 5 sends its flow via node 4 and then
node 2 to 1. The cost of this solution is 8. It is not hard
to check that the cost on any shortest path tree in this
example is greater than 8 (the main reason is that both
nodes 5 and 6 try to send their flows from edge � � H � � F �
in the shortest path tree, and thus we need capacity 2
instead of 1 on this edge.

A. Splittable Min-BSND

Although the above example shows that the Min-
BSND problem cannot be solved using the combinatorial
algorithms for shortest path tree, we observe that the
splittable Min-BSND problem, can be formalized as a
linear program and can be solved in polynomial time.
The linear programming formulation is as follows:

Our objective is:L '*)M'*&('OND1 PQ6RTSVU 8 WYX"Z�[ S]\ X 2 Q/^$Q (1)

subject to

PQ6RTSVU 8 WYXJZ�[ S_\ X
` 4Q 8 acb PQ6RTS W@8 U XJZ�[ S_\ X

` 4Q 8 a �dI �
for each 'e�fKeg@g@gh3 ���ji�k!54 � �l4nmo-p�*+ �Y� �q�fK � �

(2)

PQ6RTS_rls 8 WYXJZ�[ S_\ X
` 4Q 8 atb PQuRTS W@8 rOs XJZ�[ S_\ X

` 4Q 8 a � 7 4v8 a �
for each 'e�wKeg@g@gx3 � �y�zK � �

(3)

PQuRTS a s 8 WYX"Z�[ S]\ X
` 4Q 8 acb PQ6RTS W@8 a s XJZ�[ S_\ X

` 4Q 8 a � b 7 4 8 a �
for each 'e�wKeg@g@gx3 � �y�zK � �

(4)^$Q|{ P9�}~4 }��
` 4Q 8 a �

for each 1�m .$� �q�fK � �
(5)

where 2 Q is the per unit bandwidth cost; ^ Q is the
total amount of bandwidth reserved on edge 1 ;

` 4Q 8 a is
the amount of type � flow between the ' th source and
destination pair which goes through 1 . The first condition
is the one that requires preservation of flow for each node
except sources and sinks. The second condition asks for
sinks to receive the desired amount of flow and the third
condition asks for sources to send the desired amount
of flow. Finally, the last condition says the total amount
of flow that we send via an edge 1 for all commodities
should be less that ^ Q .

B. Confluent Min-BSND

Here, we consider the other variant of the problem
which is the confluent Min-BSND problem. Despite the
fact that the splittable case can be solved optimally in
polynomial time, the unsplittable (confluent or not) Min-
BSND is NP-Hard.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Reduction From Partitioning Problem.

Theorem 1: The unsplittable Min-BSND problem is
NP-Hard.

Proof: We give a reduction from the partitioning
problem. An instance of the partitioning problem is
as follows: Given ) numbers �t9 � �D; �@?@?@?A� ��� such that� �4 R 9 ��4��d� , find a subset of �D4 ’s that sum to � ; . Given
an instance of the partitioning problem, we construct
the following instance of the Min-BSND problem. Put a
vertex � 4 corresponding to each element � 4 . The demand
on vertex ��4 is �J�D4 � I � . Put two other vertices, �A9 and �h; in
the graph. The demands on these two vertices are �JI � � ; � .
The only other vertex is the root � . The edge set of the
graph is <D�"� 9 � � �Y� �"� ; � � � Cn�p<�K���'���)��_� � 4 � � 9 �Y� � � 4 � � ; � C .
Figure 3 illustrates this construction. The per-unit cost of
all edges is one. Now it is easy to see that there exists a
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solution with bandwidth reservation equal to ��� for this
instance if and only if there exists a subset of elements
that sum to � ; .

The following theorem shows that the problem is even
hard to approximate up to a constant factor.

Theorem 2: If the graph is directed, i.e., the per-unit
cost of edges is asymmetric, then the confluent Min-
BSND problem is not approximable within a factor better
than ����� , unless P=NP.

Proof: We use a transformation from the following
famous NP-complete problem: Given a directed graph�

and four distinct vertices ��� � �����"� � � , we want to know
whether there are two edge-disjoint paths in

�
, one from� to � � and the other from � to � � . We call this problem,

2DIRPATH. We construct a graph + whose skeleton is�
, but we also add another vertex � and directed edges� � � and ��� � to the graph. We assume the per-unit cost

of edges � � � and � � � are one and the per-unit cost of all
other edges of + is zero. Suppose that � and � � have�JI � K � type demands, �t� and � have �6K � I � type demands,
and all other vertices have �JI � I � type demands. Finally,
assume all the flow should be sent to � .

Now, we are ready to state the reduction. First, we
observe that if

�
has two edge-disjoint paths from � to��� and from � to � � , then � and �t� can share the edge��� � , and � and � � can share the edge � � � and pay only

cost K . Therefore, if there are two edge-disjoint paths in�
, the total cost of all edges in the graph is 2. On the

other hand, if there are not two aforementioned edge-
disjoint paths, it is easy to see that either the flow from� should go to � via � � or the flow from � should go to �
from � � in the confluent flow. Without loss of generality
assume that the former case happens. In this case, we
need to reserve at least two units of bandwidth on � � �
and one unit on �t� � (for the demand of ��� ). Thus the
total cost is at least � . Therefore, if there are not two
edge-disjoint paths from � to � � and from � to � � in

�
,

the cost is at least � . It means there is no approximation
algorithm for the directed Min-BSND, whose factor is
better than ����� b�� , otherwise we can solve 2DIRPATH
in polynomial time and thus P=NP.

Theorem 3 shows that actually the problem has a
simple 2-approximation algorithm.

Theorem 3: The confluent Min-BSND problem has a
2-approximation algorithm.

Proof: The following is a simple 2-approximation
algorithm for this problem: find a shortest path tree and
buy enough bandwidth on the edges of this tree to satisfy
the request of both types. To prove that this is in fact
a 2-approximation, we note that the bandwidth required
for each set of demands is a lower bound. Using these
two lower bounds, we note that the cost of the solution
with the above algorithm is at most the sum of these two

lower bounds. This shows that the cost of this solution
is at most twice the cost of the optimum solution.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that in the case of
undirected graphs, we do not have any inapproximability
result. For this case, we only know that the problem is
strongly NP-hard. The proof of strongly NP-hardness is
based on a reduction from 3-Partitioning. The reduction
is very similar to the reduction in the proof of Theorem
1 and is omitted here. We can show that the integrality
gap of the splittable linear program is greater than 2.
Consider the following example. The vertex set, -,�*+ � ,
of graph + is <=� � �E9 � ��; �@?@?@?A� ��� � �YC . The edge set is <�K��'y��)��_� ��4 � � �Y� � � � ��4 � C . The demand on nodes ��9 �@?@?@?5� ��� is�6K � I � and the demand on node � is �JI � ) � . The per-unit
cost of edges � ��4 � � � is one and per-unit cost of edges� � � ��4 � is zero. Then the bandwidth reservation in the
optimal solution of the splittable problem is ) , but the
bandwidth reservation in the optimal confluent tree is ��) .
This shows that the integrality gap of the aforementioned
linear programming formulation is at least 2. Thus we
cannot hope to get a better than 2-approximation for this
problem based on this linear programming relaxation.
Note that, our reduction uses non-uniform edge cost. The
result is easily extended to uniform edge cost case if we
replace the edge from ��4 to � with a sufficiently long
path.

IV. A HEURISTIC BASED ON LOCAL MINIMUM

As mentioned in Section III, for Min-BSND, design-
ing algorithms with approximation factor better than that
of finding the shortest path tree seems quite hard (for the
directed case almost impossible.) However, in practice,
we always have the option of using some heuristics to
obtain better experimental results (In our case, we will
have the approximation factor of the shortest path tree
in the worst case). To this end, we consider a heuristic
for the confluent Min-BSND as follows.

First we construct the shortest path tree. We note
that given any tree to route the confluent flow of our
demands, we can easily compute the cost of each edge
in a Min-BSND optimal solution by obtaining the cost
of each edge for each demand type and take the maxi-
mum. Thus we can compute our objective function, i.e.,
the total bandwidth reservation, for the given tree (see
Figure 4, for the formal description of the Algorithm).
Let � be the total amount of bandwidth for the shortest
path tree. Now, we run the following heuristic. We
consider each node of the tree at each round. Then we
take the shortest path from that node to each of the
other nodes in the tree except its descendants at each
step, and we replace the edge connecting the leaf to its
parent by the aforementioned path. We again compute
the total bandwidth of the resulting tree and we call it
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Algorithm Tree-Bandwidth

Input: tree �d�z�*- �/.�� , root � , demands � 7 99 � 7 ; 9 � ,� 7 9; � 7 ;; � , ?@?@? , � 7 9� � 7 ;� � at nodes !�9 , !A; , ?@?@? , ! �
let ���dI
for each edge 1�m . �v� �

let 2 9Q �d2 ;Q �dI
for each K���'���3

if the path from ! 4 to � in � goes through 1
add

7 94 to 2 9Q
add

7 ;4 to 2 ;Q
add �$�����J2 9Q � 2 ;Q � to �

report � as the output
end

Fig. 4. A formal description of Tree-Bandwidth algorithm

� � . Now, instead of the original tree, we take the tree
which maximizes ��� �¡� b � � , if ���£¢¤I ; we stop
the algorithm by reporting the current tree as the output
otherwise. We note that in the latter case, the current
tree is the local minimum for the problem. The formal
description of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 5.
Though this is a very simple hill-climbing algorithm,
it works quite well in practice, as shown in Section VI.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the above heuristic
can be easily generalized to the case in which we have
multiple demands.

V. EXTENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM

In this section, we consider different variants and
extensions of the problems, study the complexity of these
problem, and report our results on them.

A. General Cost functions

In the Min-BSND problem, we consider the cost
of reserving bandwidth as a linear function of the
amount of bandwidth that we reserve on a link. Here
we consider other cost functions.

Capacitated Min-BSND Problem
The first cost model is the Capacitated Min-BSND
problem. In this model, there is a capacity constraint
on each link and the reserved bandwidth on this link
cannot exceed this capacity. In the splittable case, by
adding the capacity constraint, we can extend the above
linear programming formulation for this variant. Thus the
problem can be solved in polynomial time. On the other
hand, the confluent Capacitated Min-BSND problem is
not approximable within any approximation factor. The
following theorem proves this fact:

Algorithm Heuristic
Input: +$�*- �/.�� , root � , demands � 7 99 � 7 ; 9 � , � 7 9; � 7 ;; � ,?@?@? , � 7 9� � 7 ;� � at nodes !�9 , !A; , ?@?@? , ! �
// compute the shortest path tree
let tree �d�z�l<=�EC �¦¥��
for each K#��'q��3

find the shortest path § from !A4 to tree �
add all edges and vertices of § to �

let ��¨ be the result of Tree-Bandwidth

�v� � � 7 94 � 7 ;4 � �4 R 9 � !�9 � !5; �@?@?@?=� ! � �
// Find the local minimum tree � �
let � � ��� and � ¨t© ��� ¨
repeat

let �d��� � and � ¨ ��� ¨ ©
for each � m(�

for each �ªm(� that is not a descendent
of � in T

let § be the shortest path from � to � in +
if § intersects � in only � and �

obtain tree � � � by replacing the edge� ��� parent � �c��� by path § in �
let � ¨t© © be the result of Tree-Bandwidth

�v� � � � � 7 94 � 7 ;4 � �4 R 9 � !�9 � !A; �@?@?@?A� ! � �
if � ¨t© ©�« � ¨t© let � � �¬� � � and � ¨�© ��� ¨t© ©

until � ¨ ��� ¨t©
report tree � as the output
end

Fig. 5. A formal description of the local search heuristic algorithm

Theorem 4: Given capacity constraints on the links,
the confluent Min-BSND problem cannot be approxi-
mated within any factor in polynomial time unless P=NP.

Proof: We know that in the presence of capacity
constraints, checking if there exists a confluent flow
respecting all capacity constraints is NP-Hard as the min-
imum congestion confluent flow problem is NP-Hard. In
an instance of the minimum congestion confluent flow
problem, we are given a graph + with capacities on its
edges and we want to find a confluent flow tree with
minimum congestion, i.e, a confluent flow with minimum
maximum ratio of the bandwidth consumption over the
capacity of the edges. Given an instance of the minimum
congestion confluent flow problem, we can put per-unit
cost zero on the edges of the original graph and put extra
edges with infinite capacity and infinite per-unit cost
from all the nodes to the root. After adding these edges,
we have an instance of the Capacitated confluent Min-
BSND problem. In this instance, there exists a solution
with bandwidth reservation of cost zero if and only if the
optimal congestion in the minimum congestion instance
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is less than 1. This shows that distinguishing between the
bandwidth reservation of zero and nonzero is NP-Hard.
Hence, approximating the bandwidth reservation within
any factor is NP-Hard.

A more general variant of the Capacitated Min-BSND
is when the cost function on edges is a general convex
function. For this variant of the problem, the complexity
of both splittable and confluent Min-BSND is the same
as the Capacitated case. In the splittable Min-BSND
problem, we can model the convex cost function by
a convex programming in which we can minimize a
convex function over a convex polytope (of linear con-
straints). This can be done in polynomial time using the
interior point methods.

A more natural cost model for the bandwidth is the
concave cost function. In this case the problem is NP-
Hard even with only one demand type. The reduction
comes from the single-sink Rent-or-Buy problem (see
e.g. [24]). In this problem, each node � has a demand7 W { I and we have a root � . We want to route the
demands from the vertices to the root. We can either rent
capacity on an edge, the renting cost being proportional
to the amount of capacity rented, or we can pay a one-
time expense of

L
per unit length and buy unlimited

capacity. In fact, it is easy to see that the solution to
the problem should be always a tree with minimum
cost. Now in single-sink Rent-or-Buy, of course, the cost
model for the bandwidth is the concave cost function.
This reduction shows that both splittable and confluent
Min-BSND even with only one demand type are NP-
hard.

B. Sharing among multiple types of demands

In the Min-BSND problem, we assumed that there are
only two types of demands. A natural generalization of
this problem is that, instead of two types of demands,
we have  different classes of demands. The goal is to
find a flow that can satisfy all classes of demands.

Again, for the splittable case, the LP can be extended
to capture  classes of demands. The following theorem
gives a �$®°¯±�*²$�J³°´�µ�� ) ���Y�  � -approximation for this prob-
lem.

Theorem 5: There exists a polynomial time �$®°¯±�²$�J³]´�µc� ) ��� ,  � -approximation for the Min-BSND prob-
lem.

Proof: The  -approximation is simple, since again
finding a shortest path tree and buying enough bandwidth
on the edges of this tree to satisfy the request of all
types gives the desired algorithm. Now, we show how we
can obtain ²$�J³]´�µt� ) ��� approximation. We obtain such a
logarithmic approximation factor based on Bartal’s ma-
chinery [2] (or its slight improvement by Fakcharoenphol

et al. [8]) for probabilistically embedding general metrics
into tree metrics.

In [2], [8], it is shown that given a graph + , we
can construct a family of trees ¶%�·<@�¸9 � �c; � g@g@g � �M¹�C ,
where º%��²$� )�³]´�µq) � , such that each vertex �pmo-p�*+ �
has a corresponding vertex in each �±4 , K �
'»�¼º ,(in
fact -ª�v�c4 � �¤-p�*+ � ) such that for each ' , 7 ¨ s � ��� � � {7 \ � �T� � � (

7D½ � ��� � � is the distance of � and � in
�

where the length of an edge is the cost of that edge.)
In addition, there is a probability distribution on ¶ ,
i.e., there are probabilities T9 � t; � g@g@g � c¹ summing to
one, such that

� �4 R 9 �4 7 ¨ s � �T� � � �¬²,�J³]´�µq) � 7 \ � ��� � � for
every ��� �ªmo-p�*+ � .

Now, our algorithm for Min-BSND is as follows. For
each tree �M4¾m¿¶ , we consider the same (multiple)
demands that we had in + . Since the paths in �±4 are
unique, we can solve the problem in polynomial time for� 4 . Then we pick a tree � whose total cost is minimum
among all trees in � . Now for each edge 1��À� ��� � � in� , we buy all edges in the shortest path of � and � in+ for the amount of flow of 1 in � (in fact, we can
apply some short-cuts in + , if it is necessary). Let � ¨
be the cost of solution in � and � \ be the cost of the
corresponding solution in + (note that � ¨ ��� \ ). Also,
let ²�§#� \ be the cost of a minimum solution in + and²�§�� �¨ s be the cost of the corresponding mapping of the
optimum solution of + in � 4 (again we map each edge
of the optimum solution in + to the corresponding path
in �c4 ).

We are now ready to show that � \ �¬²,�J³]´�µq) � ²�§#� \
as follows:

²�§#���*+ � { ²$�J³°´�µq) � ¹
P 4 R 9  4 ²�§#� �¨ s

{ ²$�J³]´�µ�) � ¹
P 4 R 9 �4*� ¨ s

{ ²,�J³]´�µq) � ¹
P 4 R 9  4 �q¨

{ ²$�J³]´�µ�) � � ¨ { ²$�J³°´�µq) � � \ ?

For directed graphs, we can improve the result of
Theorem 2 when we have more classes of demands as
follows:

Theorem 6: If the graph is directed, i.e., the per-unit
cost of edges is asymmetric, then the confluent Min-
BSND problem is not approximable within a factor
better than � b K5�¦ when we have  different classes
of demands, unless P=NP.

Proof: Again we use a transformation from
2DIRPATH introduced in the proof of Theorem 2. We
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construct a graph + whose skeleton is shown in Figure 6.
We replace each vertex

7 4ÂÁ , 'q¢ÄÃ , with a copy of graph

Å�Å�ÅÅ�Å�ÅÅ�Å�Å
Æ�Æ�ÆÆ�Æ�ÆÆ�Æ�Æ

s

s

s

1

2

3

k−1
s

s

3t tt21t tk−1 tk

d copy of H

u

u’

v v’

ij

j

si

k

r

Fig. 6. The graph describing a reduction from 2DIRPATH to directed
Min-BSND�

as shown in the Figure 6. Thus the vertex set of +
contains � , ! 4 and � 4 , K���'��¬3,�j , and all vertices of
copies of the directed graph

�
which are placed instead

of
7 4ÂÁ , K��jÃ « 'q��3,�Ä . All edges of the graph not in

a copy of
�

are directed from top to bottom and from
left to right. In addition, we assume the per-unit cost of
edges � 4 � , K��¬'q�Ä , is one and the per-unit cost of all
other edges including those in a copy of

�
are zero (we

assume that only the edges shown in Figure 6 exist, and
thus the per-unit cost of edges which do not exist areÇ .) We assume that each ! 4 , K#��'q�È , has a vector of
size  whose all elements are K except the ' -th element
which is 0 at its type demand, each ��4 , K,�É'��¾ , has
a type demand which is the complement of !�4 , and all
other vertices are all-zero type demands. Again, assume
all the flow should be sent to � confluently.

Now, we are ready to state the reduction. First, we ob-
serve that if

�
has two edge-disjoint paths as described,

we can find edge-disjoint paths from ! 4 to � 4 , K���'q�Ê ,
which carry a unit flow (the paths are !�4 b �l4 paths in the
skeleton except that instead of using

7 4 © Á © vertices, we use
the edge-disjoint paths from � to ��� and from � to � � ).
In this case, ! 4 and � 4 , K���'y�Ê , can share the edge � 4 �
and in total pay only cost K . Therefore, if there are two
edge-disjoint paths in

�
, the total cost of all edges in the

graph is at most  . On the other hand, if there are not two
edge-disjoint paths in

�
, when two flows from !�4 and! 4]© , ' i�d' � , go to a copy of
�

, either they will mix (since
the flow is confluent) or they keep their relative “planar”
order. More precisely, since every two paths !�4 b �u4 and!=4 © b �u4 © , ' i�d' � , have an intersection in a copy of

�
, it is

not possible to route the demand from ! 4 to � 4 and from!=4 © to �u4 © simultaneously. It means in this case, we can
only route one !A4 to � through its corresponding �64 . In

this case, since each �64 needs one unit for its demand, we
need  unit of bandwidth reservation. For each demand
from !54 which does not go to � through its �64 , we should
reserve at least one extra unit of bandwidth. Thus the
total cost is at least  b K�ËÄ . Therefore, if there are
no two edge-disjoint paths from � to �c� and from � to� � in

�
, the cost is at least �Y b K . It means there is

no approximation algorithm for the directed Min-BSND,
whose factor is better than � b K5�¦ unless P=NP.

C. Unsplittable Non-confluent Bandwidth reservation

Another interesting generalization of our problems in
this paper is the problem in which we want to have
unsplittable non-confluent bandwidth reservation. In this
case each source has its own sink and the demand of
each source should be routed via a single path to the
corresponding sink, and the flows are not necessarily
confluent after meeting each other. Note that here again
sources can have more than one demand type. This gen-
eralized version simultaneously is the generalization of
both the splittable version and the Unsplittable confluent
version of our problem. This problem is very interesting
especially from the theoretical point of view, and some of
our results in this paper such as the algorithm for sharing
among multiple types of demands work for this case.
However, still more insight into this problem is needed to
obtain deeper approximability/inapproximability results
(Note that in this case, e.g., ��3 -approximation algorithm
for 3 source-sink pairs and two demand types is trivial).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance of the linear program and the local
tree search heuristic was studied on several different
simulated topologies. We first consider known topologies
that have been used in previous work. Most of these
topologies are relatively small and provide an intuitive
understanding of our framework. We also generated large
topologies using BRITE [20]. The BRITE topology gen-
erator uses a Waxman model to generate flat topologies
[25]. The model parameters used were ÌÍ�¡I ? K=	 andÎ �ÏI ? ��I , where Ì captures the relationship between
short and long edges and

Î
measures the degree of

connectivity in the network. We generated two sets of
topologies, the first set had 100 nodes with 100, 200
and 400 bidirectional edges and the second set had 60
nodes with 120 bidirectional edges. The linear program
was solved using the commercially available CPLEX
solver [5]. We used CPLEX since it is based on simplex
and automatically produces basic solutions for an LP. In
our simulation scenarios, the traffic demands are uni-
directional and directed to a single destination node.
Each traffic demand comprises of two types of traffic
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k No LP Before After BW Ð
Sharing LS LS gain % %

2 2.1k 1.7k 2.1k 1.7k 19 0
5 3.7k 2.8k 3.7k 3.1k 16 11
10 6.7k 4.9k 5.1k 4.9k 27 0
15 9.5k 6.5k 7.4k 6.5k 32 0
20 13k 8.7k 9.3k 8.8k 32 1
25 16k 10.4k 10.6k 10.4k 35 0

TABLE I

BANDWIDTH RESERVATIONS USING LP AND THE LOCAL SEARCH

HEURISTIC FOR KL TOPOLOGY; NUMBER OF NODES = 15;

NUMBER OF EDGES = 28. K: NUMBER OF DEMANDS, BW GAIN IS

W.R.TO NO SHARING, Ð : PERCENT BW GAIN W.R.TO LP

classes: one with maximum bandwidth and the other
with average bandwidth requirements. This simulation
framework can also be extended for demands to multiple
destinations. The demands are obtained from a uni-
form distribution over the range of [50, 400] bandwidth
units. In each simulation scenario, we report the total
bandwidth reservation obtained using the LP (demand
between a given source and destination pair can go
through multiple paths) and the bandwidth obtained in
the confluent case (demand between a given source
and destination pair must be routed in a single path)
both before and after the local search (LS) heuristic is
implemented. We also report the No sharing bandwidth
reservation as a baseline comparison. The percentage
bandwidth reduction from using LS heuristic when com-
pared with the No Sharing case is referred to as BW gain.
Note that, this gain is at most 	�I�Ñ which means that
the No Sharing bandwidth reservation is at most � times
the optimal for two traffic types. We define Ò to be the
percentage of bandwidth reservation which exceeds the
corresponding LP bandwidth reservation. Ò£�ÍI means
our algorithm achieves the optimal LP solution. For
ease in presentation the actual bandwidth reservations
are given as scaled values.

A. Results for Known Topologies

Our simulation framework was run on 3 different
known topologies: (1) a regular topology that has a
lattice like structure [26], (2) the KL topology [15], and
(3) US map topology [21]. Tables I,II,III show the results
for the known topologies.

First we would like to point out that, as expected, the
bandwidth reservation obtained using the LP is the low-
est possible reservation in all the three topologies for all
demands. In the case of the KL topology we find that the
local search heuristic reduces the bandwidth reservation
of the No Sharing case by as much as 35%; it improves
the bandwidth reservation of the basic Tree-Bandwidth

k No LP Before After BW Ð
Sharing LS LS gain % %

2 29k 24k 29k 24k 17 0
5 70k 39k 41k 39k 44 0
10 140k 78k 85k 81k 42 4
15 186k 110k 110k 110k 41 0
20 244k 139k 139k 139k 43 0
25 311k 180k 180k 180k 42 0

TABLE II

BANDWIDTH RESERVATIONS USING LP AND THE LOCAL SEARCH

HEURISTIC FOR US TOPOLOGY; NUMBER OF NODES = 8; NUMBER

OF EDGES = 10. K: NUMBER OF DEMANDS, BW GAIN IS W.R.TO

NO SHARING, Ð : PERCENT BW GAIN W.R.TO LP

k No LP Before After BW Ð
Sharing LS LS gain % %

2 900 700 700 700 22 0
5 3.5k 2.5k 3k 3k 14 20
10 7.5k 5k 5.8k 5k 33 0
15 10.4k 6.9k 7.4k 6.9k 34 0
20 15.4k 9.5k 10.6k 9.5k 38 0
25 19.6k 11.8k 12.1k 11.8k 40 0

TABLE III

BANDWIDTH RESERVATIONS USING LP AND THE LOCAL SEARCH

HEURISTIC FOR REGULAR TOPOLOGY; NUMBER OF NODES = 14;

NUMBER OF EDGES = 29. K: NUMBER OF DEMANDS, BW GAIN IS

W.R.TO NO SHARING, Ð : PERCENT BW GAIN W.R.TO LP

algorithm (shown as before LS in the table) under all
demands and by as much as 19% (the 2 demand case);
in 4 out of 6 cases it obtains the optimal reservation as
provided by the LP. it is very close to the LP bandwidth
reservation, at most reserves 11% more bandwidth. In
the US topology we find that the local search heuristic
reduces the bandwidth reservation of the No Sharing
case by as much as 44%; it improves the bandwidth
reservation of the basic Tree-Bandwidth algorithm in 3
out of 6 cases, with an maximum percentage bandwidth
gain of 17% (the 2 demand case); also in 2 out of
the 3 cases where a gain is obtained the bandwidth
reservation is the same as that obtained using the LP;
it reserves at most 4% more bandwidth than the LP.
In the more regular lattice like topology we find that
the local search heuristic provides a gain in bandwidth
reservation over the No Sharing case by as much as
31%; in 4 out of the 6 cases and in all these cases
the bandwidth reservation is the same as that obtained
using the LP; after applying local search heuristic, the
bandwidth reservation is reduced by as much as 13% (the
10 demand case) when compared with that obtained from
the Tree-Bandwidth algorithm. The local search heuristic
reserves at most 6% more bandwidth than the LP.
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k No LP Before After BW Ð
Sharing LS LS gain % %

2 11.9k 11.9k 11.9k 11.9k 0 0
5 25.9k 23.9k 25.9k 23.9k 8 0
10 45.8k 31.8k 35.8k 33.8k 26 6
15 67.7k 49.8k 57.7k 49.8k 26 0
20 87.6k 65.7k 73.6k 65.7k 25 0
25 105.5k 75.6k 87.6k 75.6k 28 0
50 217k 147k 151k 149k 31 1

TABLE IV

BANDWIDTH RESERVATIONS USING LP AND THE LOCAL SEARCH

HEURISTIC FOR A 60 NODE TOPOLOGY WITH 120 EDGES; K:

NUMBER OF DEMANDS, BW GAIN IS W.R.TO NO SHARING, Ð :

PERCENT BW GAIN W.R.TO LP

m k No LP Before After BW Ð
Shar. LS LS gain % %

100 2 19.8k 17.8k 17.8k 17.8k 10 0
10 91k 77k 77k 77k 15 0
20 166k 132.7k 132.7k 132.7k 20 0

200 2 12k 10k 12k 10k 17 0
10 55.7k 43.8k 47.8k 43.8k 21 0
20 99.5k 73.6k 75.6k 73.6k 26 0

400 2 8k 8k 8k 8k 0 0
10 47.8k 39.8k 39.8k 39.8k 17 0
20 87.6k 65.7k 71.6k 67.7k 23 3
50 199k 137k 151k 139k 30 2

TABLE V

BANDWIDTH RESERVATIONS USING LP AND THE LOCAL SEARCH

HEURISTIC FOR A 100 NODE TOPOLOGY; M: NUMBER OF EDGES;

K: NUMBER OF DEMANDS, BW GAIN IS W.R.TO NO SHARING, Ð :

PERCENT BW GAIN W.R.TO LP

B. Results on Large Topologies

For large network topologies we generated networks
with node sizes of 60 and 100 and with number of edges
varied as 120, 100, 200 and 400. In each of our examples
we used two types of traffic demands.

The results for the 60 node topology is tabulated in
Table IV. When compared with the No Sharing case,
the percentage bandwidth gain obtained for the local
search heuristic is above 25% in 5 out of the 7 cases; the
local search heuristic improves over the Tree-Bandwidth
algorithm by as much as 14% (the 15 demand case)
and in 6 out of the 7 cases. For the one case where no
improvement is obtained by the search heuristic, algo-
rithm Tree-Bandwidth obtained a bandwidth reservation
equal to that in the case of the LP. Furthermore, in 4
out of the 6 cases where an improvement is observed
the local search heuristic was able to yield a bandwidth
reservation that was equal to that obtained using the LP.

The results for the 100 node topology is presented in
Table V. When the number of edges is 100, we find that
the solution obtained from the Tree-Bandwidth algorithm

and the LP are exactly the same. However, we see that, in
the 200 and 400 edges case, Tree-Bandwidth can reserve
20% (the 2 demand case) and 10% (the 50 demand case)
more than that of the LP case. the local search heuristic
is able to reduce this over-reservation to 0% and 2%. As
we can see from the table, the bandwidth gain over the
No Sharing case is very substantial in 9 out of the 10
cases; in the one case where there is no improvement,
the No Sharing case finds the optimal solution. This is
because the disjoint shortest paths for the 2 demand is
optimal, thus sharing is not necessary.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this work we have described 3 different approaches
to obtain the minimum bandwidth reservation for two
different types of traffic demands. The key issue here is
that both these types of traffic demands are allowed to
share the bandwidth on any given edge in the network.
One algorithm is the straightforward solution to the
linear program for the minimum bandwidth reservation
in the splittable flow case. This solution can be obtained
in polynomial time and can be solved optimally. The
second algorithm is for the confluent flow case and is a
simple algorithm that is based on the computation of the
shortest path tree. This solution is not optimal and can be
further improved by using the local search heuristic on
the computed shortest path tree. Our discussion focuses
primarily on the intuition gained in how the heuristic
works for the different example topologies. In all our
example topologies, large and small, we find that as
expected the LP always gives the minimum possible
bandwidth reservation.

A. Local Search Heuristic

Based on experimental evidence we notice that the
local search heuristic improves the solution of Tree-
Bandwidth algorithm and in most cases was able to
reduce the total bandwidth reservation to that obtained
using the LP. However note that as expected the heuristic
can never improve over the bandwidth reservation ob-
tained using the LP (since the LP provides the lower
bound). In most cases when the heuristic gives a 0
bandwidth gain over Tree-Bandwidth algorithm, Tree-
Bandwidth algorithm has already yielded a solution that
is close to or equal to that obtained by the LP. Figure 7
shows these characteristics for a 100 node 400 edge
network topology.

There are several factors that contribute to the gains
observed by using the local search heuristic. Two of the
most important criteria are the number of demands and
the degree of connectivity in the network. Of the two,
the latter seems to play a crucial role.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of total bandwidth reservation obtained using
the 3 algorithms for a 100 node 400 edge network topology

Impact of Network Connectivity:
In our example topologies such as the US topology, we
found that when the network was sparsely connected
or had proportionately fewer number of edges the local
search heuristic does not provide much gains over Tree-
Bandwidth algorithm. This is because in our local search,
at every step we depend on the availability of many paths
in order to choose a path that reduces bandwidth between
any two nodes on the tree. Furthermore, as observed in
the 100 node 100 edge topology we find that the low
connectivity in the network yields identical solutions for
both the tree as well as the LP and hence no improvement
is possible from the local search. However when the
number of edges increases to 400, the tree heuristic does
show promise especially for larger number of demands
as shown in Figure 7.
Impact of the Number of Demands:

Our experimental analysis (KL topology, 100 nodes
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Fig. 8. Bandwidth gains obtained using the local search heuristic
for a 100 node network topology

200 edges) shows that for lower network connectivity

the bandwidth gains using the search heuristic yields
better gains over Tree-Bandwidth algorithm when there
are fewer number of demands. This is because of the
greater flexibility in bandwidth availability along the
different network edges. We also observed that as the
connectivity in the network increases (regular topology,
100 nodes 400 edges) the larger number of demands
generally yields greater improvements with the help of
the search heuristic. This is shown in Figure 8 for two
different demands. In the same example we find that
for more network connectivity and fewer number of
demands the simple Tree-Bandwidth algorithm yields the
same solution as the LP.

VIII. RELATED WORK

The protocol and architecture aspects of VPN net-
work design and MPLS networks have been extensively
studied [6], [22]. For the hose model, efficient band-
width reservation algorithms has been studied in [7],
[1], [10]. Recently Gupta et al. proposed a simple 5.5-
approximation algorithm for the problem. Fast failure
recovery for VPN networks has been studied in [14].
However these papers only address bandwidth reserva-
tion schemes for a single type of demand and therefore
do not consider the problem of minimizing bandwidth
reservation when sharing bandwidth between multiple
traffic classes.

For the pipe model, efficient bandwidth reservation
with fast restoration has been extensively studied[18],
[19]. These algorithms tradeoff bandwidth reservation
with the speed of restoration. In the single link failure
model, if a link 1=4 has reserved bandwidth �x4 to backup a
link 1 Á , if the backup path § ; of a given primary path § 9
traverses link 1=4 , but not 1YÁ , then �Y4 can be used by the
backup path for free since the links in §¸; do not fail at
the same time with 1YÁ . The bandwidth sharing for path
restoration is much more complicated than the sharing in
our context. Their techniques do not have any provable
bounds.

The work presented here is in the same spirit as the
recent work of Goldenberg et al. [9]. In their work,
they design smart routing algorithms to minimize the
cost of multi-homing while achieving a minimal latency
objective. Their work is restricted to distributing load
among different network providers (the topology can be
assumed as multiple parallel links) and does not consider
different type of traffic. Our work proposes novel algo-
rithms to reduce the cost of bandwidth reservation while
satisfying QoS requirements for both real time traffic
and best effort data traffic. With our solution the peak
demand of real time traffic as well as the average demand
of best effort data traffic are satisfied.
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IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The theoretical analysis along with the simulation
studies presented in this paper show that bandwidth
sharing between multiple traffic classes is an important
aspect of cost effective network design. This is especially
true in cases where network bandwidth is priced based
on peak rates and the duration of occurrence of these
peak rates is relatively small when compared to the
overall life time of the network service. In this work we
show that in the multi-path (splittable flow) bandwidth
sharing scenario, we can obtain an optimal solution
through the solution of a linear program. However in
the unsplittable (single path) confluent (all routes to
the same destination form a tree as it is done by any
routing protocol) flow case, the problem is NP-hard and
is not approximable within a factor better than 3/2 in the
directed case. We design a local search heuristic which
has an approximation factor of 2. With respect to the no
sharing case our Tree-Bandwidth algorithm along with
the local search heuristic in most cases provides almost
optimal solution (found in the LP lower bound).

For our future work, we plan to investigate whether
there is any approximation algorithm with an approxi-
mation factor better than 2 for the (undirected) confluent
flow case. We would also like to design backup networks
to cope with link failure in our shared network design
framework.
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